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lead an army against the French King, he might have lost the
remaining possessions south of the Garonne had not the rising
quarrel between Boniface VIII and the French King saved
him. In that quarrel the royal house of Paris was victorious;
it laid hands on the Papacy, and soon after brought it into a
sort of captivity upon French soil—or, rather, upon soil sur-
rounded everywhere by the French King's officers and authority
—to the town of Avignon, where it remained for seventy years,
the office of Pope being filled by one Frenchman after another
all that time.
Edward thus ended his reign at peace with France, and
married his son, young Edward, later to be Edward II (an
unsatisfactory, ill-balanced lad who filled the last years of his
father's lifetime with anxiety), to Isabella, the daughter of the
Capetian house.
The Expulsion of the Jews. The episode of the Jewish
repression and expulsion, which has already been mentioned,
is of such moment that it must be treated separately, though it
comes later in the reign than the Scottish campaigns and the
formation of the first full Parliament (the date of which is 1295),
The fate of the Jews, it is significant to notice, was due to
their impoverishment. They had from the Conquest onward,
and possibly from before the Conquest, been the only financiers
in Britain. They held a privileged position, dependent wholly
upon the King, under whose licence alone they could lend
money at usury. They were "the King's Jews,'* and this
monopoly of protection had not only vastly enriched them, but
made it necessary to go to them for any considerable financial
operation. Jewish historians have justly boasted that the early
castles and great ecclesiastical buildings of the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries were "built with Jewish money"—in the
sense that it was to the Jews that the Christian authorities had
to go for liquid capital. In theory the money obtained by
usury could be confiscated at death, but in practice the great
bulk of it remained to those who enjoyed this privilege; the
succession could be modified or large parts of it hidden; but
there were exceptional cases in which, presumably because the
moneylender (or banker, as we should now call him) had not
taken his precautions in time, but had been surprised by
death, a vast sum would fall into the treasury. Anyhow, the
point to notice is that a comparatively small body of Jews,
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